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Three linked leaf and canopy radiative transfer models were used to assess uncertainties in three vegetation architectures for the relationships
between canopy water content and Equivalent Water Thickness (EWT). The leaf radiative transfer model PROSPECT was linked to SAILH,
rowMCRM, and FLIM canopy reflectance models to generate synthetic spectra for a range of leaf and canopy parameters under closed, rowstructured, and forest canopy architectures, respectively. Leaf water content (Cw) and leaf area index (LAI) were used to calculate canopy water
content. Leaf and canopy parameters that affect the retrieval of EWT, estimated by the MODTRAN-based fitting technique, were used to
investigate their influence on the water content estimates. Results showed a consistent relationship between retrieved EWT and canopy water
content for the different simulated architectural scenarios. It was shown that EWT was negatively affected by leaf dry matter and soil background.
Retrievals of EWT from hyperspectral Advanced Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) imagery at three study sites were then used for
cross-validation of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) data, assessing the behavior of NDVI, EVI, NDWI, and SIWSI as
potential indicators of vegetation water content. All four MODIS indexes showed consistent agreement with retrievals of EWT from AVIRIS
imagery at the agricultural site and the savanna–shrub site, with EVI having the highest correlation. However, at the conifer forest study site the
two water indexes, NDWI and SIWSI, yielded better agreement with retrievals of EWT than NDVI and EVI. The performance of NDVI was
inconsistent across sites. This manuscript demonstrates the importance of canopy architecture when estimating EWT by showing that large errors
are obtained when EWT estimates derived from absorption feature curve-fitting are applied to different canopy types. These errors are propagated
in simple indexes that produce inconsistent results when applied to divergent vegetation conditions.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Accurate quantitative estimates of biochemical properties of
vegetation canopies are important applications of remote
sensing for terrestrial ecology (Gao & Goetz, 1995). Estimates
of vegetation water content are of interest for assessing
vegetation water status in agriculture and forestry (Gao, 1996;
Gao & Goetz, 1995; Peñuelas et al., 1997; Ustin et al., 2004a,b,
1998; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2003), and have been used for
drought assessment (Peñuelas et al., 1993) and prediction of
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susceptibility to wildfire (Chuvieco et al., 2004; Riaño et al.,
2005; Ustin et al., 1998).
Reflectance in the near-infrared (NIR) and shortwaveinfrared (SWIR) regions is largely influenced by water and
dry matter in the leaves (Gao, 1996; Jacquemoud et al., 1996;
Peñuelas et al., 1997; Tucker, 1980), while photosynthetic
pigments only absorb in the visible and red-edge spectral region
(Carter, 1994; Miller et al., 1990; Ustin et al., 2004a,b; ZarcoTejada et al., 2004, 2001). Thus, measurements in NIR-SWIR
provide a pigment-independent quantitative estimate of vegetation water content, although they are also affected by leaf
structure, leaf dry matter, canopy structure, and leaf area index
(Gao, 1996; Jacquemoud et al., 1996; Serrano et al., 2000;
Zarco-Tejada et al., 2003). Most satellite and airborne estimates
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Fig. 1. Effects of (a) dry matter content (Cm) and (b) leaf internal structure parameter (N) on reflectance spectra simulated by PROSPECT-SAILH. (c) Three different
soil spectra used in simulation. Effects of different soil background on reflectance spectra simulated by (d) PROSPECT-SAILH, (e) PROSPECT-rowMCRM, (f)
PROSPECT-FLIM. (Parameters were set according to Table 1, but leaf equivalent water thickness (Cw) = 0.015 cm, leaf area index (LAI) = 3, sun zenith angle (ts)=30°,
view zenith angle (tv) = 0°, and relative azimuth angle (ps) = 0°).

of vegetation moisture content use empirical band-ratio indexes
(Gao, 1996; Huete et al., 1997; Peñuelas et al., 1997; Serrano et
al., 2000; Ustin et al., 2004a), but the accuracy of these indexes
across a wide range of ecological conditions is uncertain.
Several studies support that accurate estimates of canopy
water content can be derived from the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS). Zarco-Tejada and Ustin
(2001) and Zarco-Tejada et al. (2003) proposed a model
inversion method with a linked leaf-canopy radiative transfer

simulation which successfully monitored water content in
chaparral vegetation by taking into account variations in leaf
characteristics and canopy structure (Zarco-Tejada et al., 2003).
The MODIS data product MOD09A1 provides calibrated
reflectance for the seven spectral bands in the 400–2500 nm
spectral region that are measured at 250 m or 500 m pixel
resolutions (http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov). Band 2, centered at
858.5 nm, band 5 at 1240 nm, and band 6 at 1640 nm have been
used to retrieve water content (Fensholt & Sandholt, 2003; Gao,
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(i) closed canopy crops, (ii) row-structured open canopy crops,
and (iii) closed canopy forests. The three linked models were
used to generate synthetic AVIRIS-equivalent spectra in order to
examine the agreement between theoretical vegetation canopy
water content and EWT retrievals obtained from the ACORNbased fitting algorithm that have been widely used and accepted
for this purpose (Champagne et al., 2003; Cheng et al.,
submitted for publication-a; Green et al., 1993; Roberts et al.,
1997; Serrano et al., 2000; Ustin et al., 1998).
This investigation studied the potential effects of other leaf
biochemical and canopy biophysical variables on EWT retrievals
using synthetic AVIRIS-equivalent spectra. Furthermore, three
study sites with different vegetation types and cover were chosen
for comparison, and EWT at the three sites were retrieved from
AVIRIS imagery acquired in years 2002 and 2004 with the same
algorithm. The EWT maps were resampled to MODIS pixels and
compared to four band-ratio indexes derived from MODIS
reflectance products to evaluate the agreement of water retrievals
from AVIRIS and MODIS instruments with different resolutions.
2. Study sites

Three study sites with different architectural characteristics
were selected for this modeling study: (i) closed and open canopy
crops, (ii) semi-arid shrublands, and (iii) boreal conifer forests.
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1996; Xiao et al., 2005; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2003; Zarco-Tejada
& Ustin, 2001). Gao (1996) first proposed the Normalized
Difference Water Index (NDWI) using the water absorption
features at 860 nm and 1240 nm from MODIS to retrieve
vegetation liquid water. The combination of MODIS bands
centered at 858.5 nm and 1640 nm was proposed under the name
of the Shortwave Infrared Water Stress Index (SIWSI, Fensholt
& Sandholt, 2003) and Land Surface Water Index (LSWI, Xiao
et al., 2005) to monitor spatial and temporal changes in
vegetation water content in the semiarid Sahelian zone of West
Africa and paddy rice fields in China. This combination is
essentially the same as the Normalized Difference Infrared Index
(NDII, Hardisky et al., 1983) applied to the Landsat Thematic
Mapper data.
In hyperspectral airborne studies, analytical techniques have
been developed to interpret water absorption features for vegetation
water content estimates (Gao & Goetz, 1995; Green et al., 1993;
Roberts et al., 1997; Serrano et al., 2000; Ustin et al., 1998). Given
the contiguous spectral coverage in the 400–2500 nm region, a
spectral matching technique was developed to simultaneously
estimate water vapor and liquid water in a MODTRAN-based
radiative transfer model (ACORN, ImSpec LLC, Analytical
Imaging and Geophysics LLC, Boulder, CO) (Green et al., 1991,
1993; Roberts et al., 1997). The MODTRAN-based approach
implemented in ACORN provides an output layer in which
vegetation liquid water content is expressed as the Equivalent Water
Thickness (EWT), or the equivalent depth of water in the pixel that
is required to fit the water absorption modeled in the calibration
procedure (Green et al., 1991, 1993; Roberts et al., 1997). Roberts
et al. (1997) used EWT to monitor temporal and spatial variation in
water content in herbaceous, shrub, and conifer vegetation. Ustin et
al. (1998) compared different methods for estimating canopy water
content and showed that EWT could estimate canopy water content
of chaparral shrubs and detect seasonal differences. Serrano et al.
(2000) reported that EWT showed significant contrast among plant
communities of coastal sage shrub, ceanothus, and chamise
chaparral. Later, Champagne et al. (2003) validated EWT against
in situ plant-derived estimates, and demonstrated EWT to monitor
plant water content in crops. Cheng et al. (submitted for
publication-a) also showed that retrievals of EWT from Advanced
Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) data had good
agreement with in situ canopy water content measurement at a
semi-arid site, although under-estimated canopy water content at
plots which contained significant proportions of soil background.
Canopy Relative Water Content (RWC) measured in the field
(Serrano et al., 2000) was compared to retrievals of EWT from
AVIRIS data, which did not perform as well as simple water
indexes. Thus, uncertainties introduced by plant physiological and
environmental parameters into EWT retrievals derived from the
MODTRAN-based curve-fitting method in ACORN need further
study.
This study extends progress in understanding and assessing
uncertainties of the algorithm for retrieval of EWT implemented
in ACORN using three architecturally extreme vegetation scenarios simulated by three radiative transfer (RT) models. First we
applied a leaf radiative transfer model to three canopy reflectance models to simulate three different vegetation cover types:
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Table 1
Values of parameters when they are fixed and range of variation when
parameters are randomly generated

PROSPECT
Leaf water content, Cw (cm)
Leaf dry matter content, Cm
(g cm− 2)
Leaf internal structure parameter, N

Range of variation

Fixed value

0.001–0.03
0.001–0.03

0.015

1–2

1.5

SAILH
Leaf area index, LAI
Leaf angle distribution function,
LADF
Soil reflectance, ρs

1–5
Planophile,
Plagiophile
erectophile, plagiophile
Bright, medium, dark
Medium

rowMCRM
Leaf area index, LAI
Leaf angle distributeion function,
LADF
Soil reflectance, ρs
Canopy height, h
Crown width, lp
Soil strip length, ls
Row direction, alpha row

1–5
Planophile,
erectophile, plagiophile
Bright, medium, dark
0.2–2
0.2–1.5
0.2–2
0–180

FLIM
Leaf area index, LAI
Leaf angle distribution function, LADF
Soil reflectance, ρs
Crown height (m)
Crown diameter (m)
Tree density (trees ha− 1)
Extinction coefficient of crown,
crown alpha

Plagiophile
Medium
1.1
0.85
1.1
90

1–5
Bright, medium, dark
5–20
3–8
200–1000
0.3–0.7

Medium
12.5
5.5
500
0.5
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The third site selected is the Howland Forest, an AmeriFlux
research site and EOS land validation core site of 7000 ha
centered around 45°12′33ʺN and 68°44′49ʺW, located north of
Bangor, Maine (USA) (Hollinger et al., 2004, 1999; http://www.
geog.umd.edu/cress/s8rep.htm). This boreal transition forest
consists of spruce–hemlock–fir, aspen–birch, and hemlock–
hardwood mixtures, and is dominated by red spruce (Picea rubens
Sarg.) and eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis (L.) Carr.) around
the flux measurement tower (Hollinger et al., 2004, 1999).
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3. Simulation methods and image data processing
3.1. Models simulation methods
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The widely used leaf radiative transfer model, PROSPECT
(Jacquemoud, 1993; Jacquemoud & Baret, 1990; Jacquemoud
et al., 1995, 1996), was linked with three different canopy
reflectance models: (i) SAILH (Kuusk, 1985; Verhoef, 1984) to
simulate a closed crop scenario; (ii) rowMCRM, a MarkovChain Canopy Reflectance Model (MCRM) (Kuusk, 1995a,b)
with additions to simulate row crop structure; and (iii) FLIM
(Rosema et al., 1992) to simulate open-canopy woodlands. For
the FLIM model, leaf reflectance (ρ) and transmittance (τ)
spectra from PROSPECT were used as inputs since the FLIM
model requires an infinite reflectance (ρcanopy) for the
simulation of the crown reflectance. The Lillesaeter model
(Lillesaeter, 1982) designed for an infinite number of stacked

rs

The first site is located at AZCAL Properties in the San
Joaquin Valley (36°13′14ʺN, 119°55′55ʺW) near Lemoore,
California (USA), approximately intermediate between Los
Angeles and San Francisco. Seven common agricultural crops
(alfalfa, cotton, tomatoes, garlic, wheat, beans, and carrots) are
produced on the ranch, and all but the pistachio orchards have
crops rotated annually among fields. The crop map for the
section of the ranch used in this study was previously described
by Ustin et al. (2004a). We selected alcala (Gossypium hirsutum
L.) and pima (Gossypium barbadense L.) cotton fields to
analyze, each averaging 67 ha for a total of 871 ha, and the
average yield of these fields was 6010 kg/ha in 2002.
The second site, Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, is a
USDA research station and AmeriFlux site located near Tombstone
in southeastern Arizona (USA) (Hymer et al., 2000; Huete et al.,
2002). Walnut Gulch (centered at 31°44′12ʺN and 109°56′31ʺW)
is located within the upper 150 km2 of the San Pedro River drainage
basin. In the past, most of this semi-arid site was covered by
grassland, but shrubs now dominate two thirds of the watershed
(Abrahams et al., 1995; Hymer et al., 2000; Huete et al., 2002;
http://www.tucson.ars.ag.gov). Creosote bush (Larrea tridentata),
whitethorn (Acacia constricta), and banana yucca (Yucca baccata)
are the most common shrubs in the shrubland region while the
grassland located east of the shrubland is dominated by black grama
(Bouteloua eripoda), curly mesquite grass (Hilaria belangeri), and
tobosa grass (Hilaria mutica) (Abrahams et al., 1995; Hymer et al.,
2000).
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Randomly
generated
parameters

Cw, LAI

Sun zenith
angle
PROSPECT +
SAILH
PROSPECT +
rowMCRM
PROSPECT +
FLIM

15

Randomly
generated
parameters

Cw, LAI,
alpharow

30

55

pe

Table 2
Effects of leaf and canopy parameters on retrieval of EWT from ACORN as shown by the coefficient of determination (r2)
Cw, LAI, Cm

Cw, LAI, N

15

15

30

55

30

Cw, LAI, ρs

Cw, LAI,
LADF

55

15

30

55

15

30

Cw, LAI, h
(crown_h)
55

15

30

Cw, LAI, lp
(crown_d)
55

15

30

Cw, LAI,
ls (tree_D)
55

15

30

55

r's

0.96 0.97 0.96 0.89 0.91 0.89 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
0.96 0.92 0.90 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.96 0.93 0.90 0.95 0.93 0.90 0.79 0.83 0.90 0.91 0.68 0.76 0.60 0.64 0.87 0.45 0.48 0.84
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0.89 0.88 0.86 0.80 0.77 0.70 0.77 0.79 0.72

Cw, LAI,
crown_alpha

Au

Sun zenith
15 30 55 15 30 55
angle
PROSPECT +
SAILH
PROSPECT + 0.95 0.85 0.69
rowMCRM
PROSPECT +
0.86 0.87 0.88
FLIM

0.76 0.82 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.85 0.67 0.71 0.76 0.73 0.74 0.81

Cw, LAI, Cm, N Cw, LAI,
LADF, ρs
15

30

55

15

30

55

0.90 0.88 0.88 0.93 0.93 0.93

Cw, LAI, and
canopy

Cw, LAI, leaf
and canopy

15

15

30

55

30

55

0.86 0.87 0.86

0.82 0.85 0.87 0.79 0.82 0.90 0.36 0.41 0.42 0.36 0.37 0.49
0.73 0.71 0.63

Bold fonts indicate sun zenith angle. Italic fonts indicated r2 of Cw⁎LAI and EWT.
Cw, LAI, and canopy parameters:
PROSPECT-rowMCRM: Cw, LAI, LADF, ρs, h, lp, ls, alpharow.
PROSPECT-FLIM: Cw, LAI, ρs, tree_D, crown_d, crown_h, crown_alpha.
Cw, LAI, leaf and canopy parameters:
PROSPECT-SAILH: Cw, LAI, Cm, N, LADF, ρs.
PROSPECT-rowMCRM: Cw, LAI, Cm, N, LADF, ρs, h, lp, ls, alpharow.
PROSPECT-FLIM: Cw, LAI, Cm, N, ρs, tree_D, crown_d, crown_h, crown alpha.

0.68 0.71 0.76 0.63 0.62 0.64
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the simulation study for EWT retrieval.

qcanopy ¼

q
1−s2

Au

leaves was linked to FLIM to simulate crown reflectance from
PROSPECT leaf optical properties (Eq. (1)).
ð1Þ

The simulation of infinite canopy reflectance from leaf
reflectance and transmittance has been successfully demonstrated in previously published studies (see Zarco-Tejada et al.,
2001). The synthetic spectra generated by the three models
(5 nm bandwidth) were later convolved to AVIRIS-equivalent
wavelength intervals using band center and Full-Width-HalfMax (FWHM) intervals of the appropriate Gaussian function
contained in spectral calibration files of AVIRIS data.
The influences of leaf biochemical and canopy biophysical
parameters on the retrievals of EWT by the ACORN fitting
method under each canopy scenario were studied using simula-

tions of canopy reflectance by forward modeling. The leaf model,
PROSPECT, was randomly varied for inputs such as dry matter
content (Cm) and the internal leaf structure parameter (N) since
these variations affect water absorption features, which is shown
in Fig. 1a and b, respectively. In contrast, variation in chlorophyll
content (Ca + b) does not affect spectral regions beyond 800 nm
and therefore was set to a constant value.
The potential effects of soil background on retrievals of
EWT were investigated for each model simulation using three
soil reflectance spectra. The three soil spectra (Kuusk, 2001)
used as input are shown in Fig. 1c and the synthetic canopy
spectra generated by the three linked leaf-canopy models are
shown in Fig. 1d–f. For the FLIM model, the three soils were
considered as ground reflectance to emphasize the soil
background effects. Clearly, these model results demonstrate
the contribution of background conditions on water content
retrieval as a function of the canopy closure. All simulation
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Fig. 3. Correlation between EWT retrieval by ACORN and canopy water content used to simulate spectra with (a) PROSPECT-SAILH, (b) PROSPECT-rowMCRM,
(c) PROSPECT-FLIM when Cw and LAI were randomly chosen. Effects of soil background reflectance on regression between EWT retrieval from ACORN and
canopy water content used to simulate spectra with (d) PROSPECT-SAILH, (e) PROSPECT-rowMCRM, (f) PROSPECT-FLIM when Cw, LAI, and soil background
reflectance were randomly chosen. Other parameters were set at fixed values listed in Table 1. Viewing geometry parameters were set at ts = 30°, tv = 0°, and ps = 0°.

Au

parameters are listed in Table 1 and viewing geometry
parameters were set at: sun zenith angles (ts) = 30°, view zenith
angle (tv) = 0°, and relative azimuth angle (ps) = 0°.
Each variable that might affect retrievals of EWT was
systematically studied. In each case, parameters were generated
using a uniform distribution and a subset was chosen randomly
within a given range, while others were set to a fixed value.
Several previous radiative transfer modeling studies were used to
define the ranges (Bacour et al., 2002; Ceccato et al., 2001;
Jacquemoud et al., 1996; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2003). The ranges
and fixed values are listed in Table 1 and the different cases are
listed in Table 2. Eight cases were simulated with PROSPECTSAILH, 13 cases with PROSPECT-rowMCRM, and 11 cases

with PROSPECT-FLIM. Each case consisted of a total of 1000
synthetic AVIRIS-equivalent canopy reflectance spectra, and
each case was simulated three times for three different sun zenith
angles (ts) (15°, 30° and 55°). View zenith angle (tv) and relative
azimuth angle (ps) were both set to 0°. The leaf angle distribution
function (LADF) was randomly chosen among planophile,
erectophile, and plagiophile distributions (Lemeur, 1970) while
soil reflectance was randomly chosen from the three spectra of
differing brightness (shown in Fig. 1c). Leaf water content (Cw)
and leaf area index (LAI) were the two parameters that were
randomly generated in each case since EWT is sensitive to
changes in both. The input value of Cw⁎ LAI used for the
simulations in the forward modeling scheme was considered the
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Fig. 4. EWT maps developed from AVIRIS imagery at (a) AZCAL Properties, CA on 16 July 2002, (d) Walnut Gulch, AZ on 25 August 2004, (g) Howland forest, ME
on 23 August 2002. SIWSI map developed from MODIS imagery at (b) AZCAL Properties, CA, (e) Walnut Gulch, AZ, (h) Howland forest, ME. NDWI map
developed from MODIS imagery at (c) AZCAL Properties, CA, (f) Walnut Gulch, AZ, (i) Howland forest, ME.

“true” canopy water content and used to validate retrievals of
EWT using the AVIRIS-equivalent spectra. All random AVIRISequivalent synthetic canopy reflectance spectra were inverted and
transformed into radiance using irradiance files generated from
ACORN at the three sun zenith angles and a visibility of 23 km.

3.2. Equivalent water thickness retrieval with ACORN
Retrievals of EWT used the ACORN fitting algorithm which
integrates techniques developed by Green et al. (1991, 1993) and
Roberts et al. (1997). The technique was originally developed to

Y.-B. Cheng et al. / Remote Sensing of Environment 105 (2006) 354–366

Band2−Band5
R858:5 −R1240
¼
Band2 þ Band5 R858:5 þ R1240

SIWSI ¼

Band2−Band6
R858:5 −R1640
¼
Band2 þ Band6 R858:5 þ R1640

py

NDWI ¼

ð3Þ

ð4Þ

ð5Þ
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MODIS data were cross-calibrated to AVIRIS data to align
the radiometric measurements (accounting for view geometry
differences due to swath position and the 8-day compositing).
AVIRIS was spatially and spectrally degraded to match MODIS
resolutions and bright pixels (e.g. vegetation, like cotton fields
in the near-infrared region) and dark pixels (e.g. harvested areas
and bare soil) were chosen from each image to develop an
empirical cross-calibration regression for each spectral band.
AVIRIS pixels within the corresponding MODIS pixel were
extracted as mean reflectance for MODIS Band 1, Band 2, Band
3, Band 5 and Band 6 over the full extent of the AVIRIS
overflights.
3.4. Statistical analysis

rs

3.3. Validation of retrievals from AVIRIS and MODIS imagery

Band2−Band1
Band2 þ 6  Band1−7:5  Band3 þ 1
R858:5 −R645
¼ 2:5 
R858:5 þ 6  R645 −7:5  R469 þ 1

EVI ¼ 2:5 

on

improve water vapor retrieval from AVIRIS data by fitting AVIRIS
measured radiance centered at 940 nm to a radiance spectrum of
water vapor absorption generated by ACORN. Because of a 40 nm
spectral difference between the center wavelength of liquid water
absorption and water vapor absorption, liquid water can be
simultaneously retrieved with water vapor by fitting the measured
pixel reflectance to the equivalent transmittance spectrum for a slab
of water based on the Beer-Lambert Law (Green et al., 1993;
Roberts et al., 1998, 1997). Although this technique was originally
designed to improve water vapor compensation for calibrating
AVIRIS data to apparent surface reflectance, studies have shown
the potential to retrieve this physically based liquid water feature
and use it to monitor vegetation water content (Champagne et al.,
2003; Cheng et al., submitted for publication-a; Roberts et al.,
1997; Serrano et al., 2000; Ustin et al., 1998). Cheng et al.
(submitted for publication-b) showed that EWT from AVIRIS was
linearly related to spectral water indexes. Retrievals of EWT were
made from all synthetic AVIRIS-equivalent radiances using
ACORN and the retrieved EWT was later compared with canopy
water content used as input for the simulations under the different
canopy scene assumptions and variation of leaf and canopy
parameters. The schematic view of the simulation study to retrieve
EWT from simulated spectra is shown in Fig. 2.
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The AVIRIS instrument is an airborne high-spatial resolution
hyperspectral scanner, having 224 contiguous bands in 400–
2500 nm with approximately 10 nm bandwidth. AVIRIS spatial
resolution varies from 4 m to 20 m depending on flight altitude. An
atmospheric correction to convert the data from radiance to
apparent surface reflectance was performed using ACORN. EWT
was retrieved from AVIRIS data using ACORN Mode 1.5:
Advanced atmospheric correction of hyperspectral data with
spectral fitting for water vapor and vegetation liquid water. AVIRIS
overflights at AZCAL Properties (16 July 2002), Walnut Gulch
Experimental Watershed (25 August 2004), and the Howland
Forest (23 August 2002) were used to retrieve EWT, which was
subsequently used as a reference for canopy water content. After
comparison to the simulation study, AVIRIS EWT was used to
examine canopy water content retrievals from MODIS products by
calculating the mean EWT from AVIRIS data for the area of each
MODIS pixel.
The MODIS reflectance product (MOD09A1) is an 8-day
composite dataset consisting of seven bands between 400 nm
and 2500 nm and six additional bands indicating viewing
geometry, state information, and atmospheric conditions. Band
1 (645 nm), Band 2 (858.8 nm), and Band 3 (469 nm) were used
to derive the greenness indexes NDVI following Eq. (2) (Rouse
et al., 1974) and EVI with Eq. (3) (Huete et al., 2002),
respectively. Band 2 (858.5 nm), Band 5 (1240 nm), and Band 6
(1640 nm) were used to calculate the water indexes NDWI and
SIWSI following Eq. (4) (Gao, 1996; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2003)
and Eq. (5) (Fensholt and Sandholt, 2003), respectively.
NDVI ¼

Band2−Band1
R858:5 −R645
¼
Band2 þ Band1 R858:5 þ R645

ð2Þ

For each of the four MODIS indexes, consistency of
regressions with AVIRIS EWT at different sites was examined
by testing parallelism between two straight regression lines. The
test for parallelism (Kleinbaum et al., 1988) was performed on
two regression lines of AVIRIS and one MODIS index at
different study sites. This involved a null hypothesis of no
difference between the two slopes from two regression lines of
AVIRIS EWT and one MODIS index at two different sites, and
α value was set as 0.05 in this study. The test statistic was
computed as the difference between the two slopes divided by
the standard error of the difference between the slopes.
4. Results
4.1. Retrieval of EWT from synthetic spectra

Retrievals of EWT from ACORN were conducted using
randomly chosen synthetic canopy reflectance spectra from each
of the three models. These EWT retrievals were compared to the
product of Cw and LAI used as inputs and the resulting
determination coefficients are provided in Table 2. Results
show that retrievals of EWT from ACORN-simulated spectra
produced good relationships to actual canopy water content
derived from input data used to generate the synthetic canopy
reflectance spectra for the linked leaf-canopy models (r2 = 0.86–
0.97). Modeled EWT, with the exception of the canopy properties
for rowMCRM, have r2 = 0.60 or better.
The regression results when Cw and LAI only were randomly
generated are shown in Fig. 3a,b,c. The determination
coefficient between retrieved EWT and canopy water decreases
as more parameters are included in the model (Table 2). At the
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AVIRIS spatial scale are shown in Fig. 4a (AZCAL Properties), d
(Walnut Gulch), and g (Howland Forest). One MODIS image was
coincident with each AVIRIS overflight. The corresponding
SIWSI and NDWI were derived from MODIS MOD09A1
reflectance, shown in Fig. 4b,e,h and c,f,i, respectively.
Before comparing the AVIRIS EWT to the MODIS indexes,
the AVIRIS and MODIS indexes were cross-calibrated. The four
indexes (NDVI, EVI, NDWI, and SIWSI) were calculated to
assess data agreement. MODIS band-passes and spatial resolutions were computed in AVIRIS data. Fig. 5 shows the four
indexes derived from AVIRIS and MODIS data at AZCAL
Properties on 16 July 2002. The regression between AVIRIS
NDWI and MODIS NDWI was close to the one-to-one relationship. This agreement between AVIRIS and MODIS indexes was
previously shown at an old-growth conifer forest in southwestern
Washington (Cheng et al., submitted for publication-b). Based on
this agreement, comparisons between ACORN-derived EWT
from AVIRIS data and indexes derived from MODIS MOD09A1
reflectance bands were then conducted.
Fig. 5. Comparison of four indexes derived from MODIS reflectance product
and cross-calibrated AVIRIS data at AZCAL Properties, CA on 16 July 2002.

on

The four NDVI, EVI, NDWI, and SIWSI indexes calculated
from MODIS MOD09A1 reflectance consistently had linear
relationships to ACORN-derived EWT from AVIRIS at all three
study sites. The sites varied about one order of magnitude in
EWT although the mean EWT was markedly different, with
Walnut Gulch having an order of magnitude lower EWT than
AZCAL or Howland. Likewise the magnitude and ranges of the
four indexes varied widely between the three sites. In general,
the range of values for a particular index within each site was
not large. The regressions between AVIRIS EWT and the
MODIS indexes are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 3.
At AZCAL Properties, all four indexes showed similar
correlations to retrievals of EWT. MODIS EVI had the best r2 at
0.64 while MODIS NDVI was slightly lower at r2 = 0.50 (Fig.
6, Table 3), as expected. The water indexes were intermediate
between the chlorophyll indexes, with NDWI r2 = 0.54 and
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leaf level, all three linked leaf-canopy models show that
changes in dry matter content (Cm) decreased values of r2 more
than the internal structure parameter (N). This result indicates
that changes in dry matter should produce more errors in
retrievals of EWT than the number of layers a leaf is composed
of. At the canopy level, the contribution of background soil
reflectance was observed in all three models. However, it was
more significant in open canopies with direct background
contributions than in closed-canopy uniform vegetation, as
expected. The three different soil backgrounds used in the
synthetic canopy reflectance spectra are distinguishable in
regressions between retrieved EWT and input canopy water
content (Fig. 3d–f). With the same input canopy water content,
the synthetic canopy reflectances simulated with dark soils
retrieved highest EWT, which is lower in medium and bright
soils (Fig. 3d–f). This discrimination is most apparent in cases
simulated from the PROSPECT-rowMCRM model (Fig. 3e)
than from the other two models. The three sun zenith angles
(15°, 30°, and 55°) used in this study show that in most cases
there was little influence on the correlation coefficients for EWT
(Table 2). Overall, these results indicate the importance of the
canopy structure and background component influences on
estimates of EWT from the widely accepted MODTRAN-based
curve-fitting method in ACORN.

4.3. Comparisons between AVIRIS EWT and MODIS indexes

4.2. Comparison of AVIRIS and MODIS data for water content
estimation
Given the acceptably high r2 (mean= 0.79; n = 96) considering
all simulations between modeled water content and retrievals of
EWT using ACORN, we investigated the retrieval of canopy water
content from MODIS by comparing EWT retrieved from AVIRIS
to four vegetation/water indexes derived from MODIS reflectance
data at the three study sites. The ACORN-derived EWT developed
from AVIRIS imagery at the three study sites at the original

Fig. 6. Regression between four indexes derived from MODIS data and EWT
retrieved from AVIRIS imagery at AZCAL Properties, CA on 16 July 2002,
Walnut Gulch, AZ on 25 August 2004, Howland forest, ME on 23 August 2002.
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Table 3
Statistics of regressions between AVIRIS EWT and MODIS indexes presented in
Fig. 6

0.3348
0.0624
0.0701
0.0173

0.50
0.64
0.54
0.57

r2

0.4569
0.4576
0.4067
0.8491

0.7182
0.405
0.0821
0.11

0.49
0.55
0.59
0.66
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SIWSI r2 = 0.57. These data (day 197) were acquired 2–
3 weeks after canopy closure (LAI ∼ 2–2.5) at a time when the
canopy is fully green and growing exponentially.
In the Walnut Gulch region, all four MODIS indexes yielded
good correlations (the highest correlations among the three sites)
with ACORN-derived EWT from AVIRIS imagery. MODIS
NDVI obtained the best r2 at 0.89 to retrievals of EWT followed
by EVI with r2 = 0.82 and SIWSI at r2 = 0.81, while NDWI had
the lowest correlation with r2 = 0.62 (Fig. 6b; Table 3). The data
from this site was acquired about 2 weeks after the start of the
summer monsoon in 2004. One explanation for the larger range in
NDVI at this site and the higher correlations to all indexes despite
the low EWT is due to the rapid response of the grasslands to the
summer precipitation while the creosote bush community was
mostly dormant and showed little response to summer rain. LAIs
for these discontinuous canopy vegetation types range from 0.16
to 0.3 (Cheng et al., submitted for publication-a).
At Howland forest, the two water indexes derived from
MODIS data had better correlations to EWT (r2 = 0.66 for
SIWSI and 0.59 for NDWI). Here, the two MODIS vegetation
indexes performed less well, NDVI had the lowest correlation to
EWT with r2 of 0.49, and EVI having a slightly better
correlation (r2 = 0.55) than NDVI. LAI at this Ameriflux site is
reported an average of 5.5 (Hollinger et al., 1999), putting it in
the range where NDVI is typically saturated (Holben et al.,
1980; Sellers, 1985), possibly explaining the lower correlation
for the vegetation indexes. Other dense conifer forests have also
shown that water indexes provide better estimates of LAI than
NDVI (Roberts et al., 2004).
Statistical analysis showed that for each MODIS index, its
regression lines with ACORN-derived EWT from AVIRIS were
not consistently parallel among the sites. For NDVI and SIWSI,
slopes of regression lines with EWT were significantly different at
the forest site, Howland. For EVI and NDWI, slopes of regression
lines were significant at the agricultural site, AZCAL Properties.

py

1.7065
2.4188
0.7014
1.415

b

co

0.89
0.82
0.62
0.81

a

al

NDVI 1.887 0.1528
EVI
0.8126 0.1146
NDWI 0.3903 0.129
SIWSI 1.1655 0.1807
Regression line: y = ax + b

Howland Forest

brightness had a large effect on the PROSPECT-rowMCRM
model. All models show decreasing accuracy as the number of
independent parameters that are allowed to vary increases. The
variation in retrieval accuracy of ACORN-derived EWT is shown
by the coefficients of determination in Table 2, which varied from
0.36 to 0.97. When only leaf water content (Cw) and LAI were
allowed to vary, good correlation (r2 = 0.86–0.97) was achieved
between simulated EWT from ACORN and input canopy water
content. This demonstrates that ACORN-derived EWT is sensitive
to changes in canopy water content and can be used to estimate
canopy water content in the three simulated vegetation scenarios
when each canopy type is analyzed separately. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3 which shows that retrievals of EWT are significantly
influenced by vegetation canopy architecture causing an over or
under estimation of canopy water content.
Nevertheless, different assumptions and algorithms used in
these three canopy reflectance models could contribute to the offset
and different scattering seen in Fig. 3. For example, dissimilarities
in the near-infrared region of spectra generated from SAIL and
MCRM were addressed by Bacour et al. (2002) who attributed
model differences to how multiple scattering is accounted for.
Furthermore, since leaf water content (Cw) and LAI were set to
vary independently, low canopy water content could have resulted
from either low Cw or low LAI. Thus, the offset seen in Fig. 3
could also have resulted from this and other fixed parameters like
dry matter content and soil background reflectance when canopy
water content was low.
Our objectives were to investigate the uncertainties in
retrievals of EWT, and therefore, changes in correlation with
water content used for the simulations due to other variables are
emphasized. At the leaf level, as described in the previous
section, changes in dry matter content produce more errors in
EWT than other leaf biochemical properties. Studies have
reported extensive influences caused by both dry matter content
(Cm) and leaf internal structure parameter (N) on reflectance in
the near- and mid-infrared region simulated by PROSPECT
(Bacour et al., 2002; Ceccato et al., 2001). In this study, Fig. 1a,b
demonstrate more significant changes in leaf reflectance are
introduced by changes of Cm than by N. Nonetheless, dry matter
content is usually species-dependent (Riaño et al., 2005; Shipley
& Vu, 2001) and might not change as much as in the simulation
if only one species type was involved. Therefore, errors
contributed by dry matter to EWT could be reduced. At the
canopy level, large effects contributed by the soil background
were significant although their influence could be determined by
estimating the proportions of bare soil and soil background
reflectance.
Parameters driving the background proportions of bare soil
(e.g. soil strip length in rowMCRM and tree crown diameter in
FLIM) affected the retrieval of EWT from ACORN (Table 2).
SAILH assumed an idealized canopy layer morphology with a
homogenous distribution of horizontal leaves. Therefore, SAILH
is more suitable to simulate closed canopy vegetation (e.g. the
cotton canopy). Furthermore, because it does not have an explicit
parameter for variable soil background, it is less suited for
discontinuous canopy conditions such as at the Walnut Gulch site.
The proportion of soil background is implicitly accounted for in

on

MODIS AVIRIS EWT (cm) (x)
indexes
Walnut Gulch
AZCAL Properties
(y)
a
b
r2
a
b
r2

5. Discussion

Three linked leaf-canopy radiative transfer models having
different vegetation canopy closure scenarios were used to
generate AVIRIS-equivalent spectra. Possible model errors and
uncertainties in estimates of water content due to covarying leaf
biochemical and canopy biophysical properties were tested as
shown in Table 2. At the leaf level, variation in dry matter produces
the largest error in water content. At the canopy level varying soil
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Thus LAI is highly correlated with these indexes. The two water
measurement indexes, 980 CR and NDWI, are also highly
correlated, as expected. Our results are comparable and suggest
that retrievals from MODIS products can be used to estimate
canopy water content under different canopy types.
In the semi-arid savanna-shrubland at the Walnut Gulch site,
MODIS indexes had the best correlation with retrievals of EWT
from AVIRIS imagery at the three sites. In contrast to the other
sites, vegetation cover is sparse with variable and significant
bare soil background and abundant dead plant material.
Therefore, within one MODIS pixel (500 m by 500 m), the
reflectance is a mixture of green, senescent and dead vegetation,
and bare soil. The growth form (grass, shrub) is also expected to
vary within MODIS pixels. However, retrievals from MODIS
provided good agreement with retrievals from fine spatial
resolution AVIRIS data (20 m by 20 m). Because of this mixing,
one should assume that EWT from AVIRIS at this site are
adversely affected by the variable and abundant soil background
reflectance and the varying dry plant matter in the data.
At Howland forest, a conifer and mixed forest, the two
MODIS water indexes (NDWI and SIWSI) produced the best
correlations with EWT from AVIRIS compared to the two
vegetation indexes (NDVI and EVI). Cheng et al. (submitted for
publication-b) showed similar results for a Douglas fir/western
hemlock-dominated conifer forest in southwestern Washington,
where MODIS water indexes (NDWI and SIWSI) had better
correlations to EWT than MODIS NDVI. NDVI and EVI do not
directly measure water absorptance and become saturated at
high leaf biomass typical of dense conifer forests. Roberts et al.
(2004) found that NDVI in the Wind River forest in
southwestern Washington became insensitive to spatial variation of Leaf Area Index and EWT was better correlated with
LAI. Moreover, this might also explain the significantly
different slope of the regression line (relatively shallow)
between EWT and NDVI at the Howland site. EVI showed
higher correlation (r2 = 0.55) with EWT than NDVI, which
might have resulted from its continuing sensitivity to canopy
structure at higher LAI (Huete et al., 2002) rather than pigment
content.
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SAILH with LAI and LADF parameters, unlike rowMCRM and
FLIM. The effect of soil background reflectance for this model is
observed in the case where soil background reflectance was
randomly chosen and vegetation had low LAI (Fig. 3d).
As we mentioned in the previous section, effects contributed
by the soil background reflectance were model-dependent (Fig.
3d–f) and as a function of the amount of each scene component,
shadow, background, and pure vegetation, on the simulated
architecture reflectance. These differences resulted from differences in the algorithms and assumptions of the three canopy
reflectance models. The rowMCRM canopy reflectance model
was designed to simulate row-structured canopies (homogenous
discontinuously covered canopy). Additionally, based on the
random input parameters (crown width and soil strip length), the
Fractional Vegetation Cover (FVC) of our PROSPECTrowMCRM simulation averaged 0.48. Therefore, soil background effects on canopy reflectance are more significant than in
the SAILH and FLIM canopy models. As a result, the regression
between EWT from ACORN and canopy water content used as
input for simulations was largely dependent on soil reflectance
(Fig. 3e). In contrast, SAILH and FLIM were designed to simulate
vegetation cover scenarios with smaller proportions of bare soil
(closed canopy crops and forest), and therefore, soil background
reflectance had less effect on these simulations (Fig. 3d,f).
Besides, average FVC for PROSEPCT-FLIM simulation was
0.70 based on input parameters (crown width and tree density).
Results are therefore consistent, showing larger background
effects on the row-structured simulated architecture than in the
closed canopies, where soil reflectance plays a minor role.
In the case studies, we extend this understanding of the factors
introducing errors into estimates of EWT to evaluate the accuracy
of retrievals of canopy water content from MODIS reflectance
products using ACORN-derived EWT from AVIRIS imagery. At
the AZCAL Properties site, the cotton fields were uniformly
closed canopy, mostly green, and with little bare soil and dry plant
litter at the growth stage when the AVIRIS image was acquired
(16 July 2002). The cotton canopy structure was very similar to
the scenario (Table 2) using PROSPECT-SAILH, in which
ACORN-derived EWT had the best agreement with actual canopy
water content compared to the other two scenarios (Table 2).
Therefore, ACORN-derived EWT from AVIRIS imagery should
provide the most accurate estimates of canopy water content at the
AZCAL site. The two MODIS moisture indexes (NDWI and
SIWSI) had similar correlations (r2 = 0.54 and 0.57) with canopy
EWT from AVIRIS imagery. Moreover, the slope of the
regression line between EWT and NDWI at the AZCAL site
was significantly different from the other two sites. This might
suggest a potential usage of NDWI to differentiate agricultural
sites. Chlorophyll-based MODIS indexes, NDVI and EVI, also
showed similarly good correlations with EWT (r2 = 0.64 and
0.50). Ustin et al. (2004a) also found NDVI and NDWI had high
correlation to measured water content at this site in July 2002,
where they estimated water content from AVIRIS by continuum
removal at 980 nm (980 CR). While the spectral absorptance of
chlorophyll is insensitive to variation in water content, in cotton
canopies both water and chlorophyll are co-located in leaves and
there is little non-green canopy at this stage in the growing season.
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6. Conclusions
In this study, we investigated a physically-based water index
retrieved from hyperspectral AVIRIS images using synthetic
spectra from three canopy reflectance models coupled to the
PROSPECT leaf radiative transfer model. EWT from simulated
AVIRIS data showed good agreement to the input canopy water
content from the models. The modeling component of this study
showed that while EWT can be used to estimate canopy water
content, the presence of leaf dry matter, variation in soil
background reflectance, and canopy architecture will contribute
errors in EWT retrieval. Four different vegetation/water indexes
were derived from MODIS reflectance data and were compared
to ACORN-derived EWT from AVIRIS overflights as references at three sites with different vegetation cover. The linear
relationship between AVIRIS indexes and MODIS indexes
illustrates the general agreement between MODIS and
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